Comparison of cold air, ultrasonic mist, and methacholine inhalations as tests of bronchial reactivity in normal and asthmatic children.
The sensitivity and specificity of cold air, ultrasonically nebulized distilled water mist (USM), and standard methacholine (MCH) challenges were studied in 21 children with asthma (mean age 11.5 years) and 12 normal children (mean age 14.2 years). The cold air challenge consisted of successive 3-minute periods of hyperventilation during which incremental volumes of subfreezing air (mean temperature -16 degrees C) were inhaled. To perform the USM challenge, subjects inhaled increasingly larger volumes of nebulized distilled water while breathing tidally. The specificity of both nonpharmacologic challenges was found to be 100%, whereas that of MCH was only 83%. The sensitivity of the cold air and USM tests was 57% and 71%, respectively, compared with 95% obtained with MCH challenge. We conclude that cold air and USM challenges are promising alternatives to the MCH challenge, and may be superior to it if optimal standard testing protocols are defined.